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Context
Nowadays we are all self-employed – whether we like this term or not.
25 – 30% of young people are unemployed, the number is growing,
and even more of us are „hidden unemployed”: work as freelancers,
jumping between project-based, part-time, temporary jobs. However, we
must recognise that the age of classic employment is over. The projectbased, temporary character is becoming dominant in each sector, let
it be formal, non-formal or business, in education and all other expertise
areas.

The challenge for youth work is double
Are we as youth workers, non-formal educators,
equipped with tools and methods with which we can
prepare and support youngsters to face this new and
strongly growing character of the labour market?
Are we as young people ourselves, owning the skills and
attitudes to live and work in and with this environment

These forms of work are becoming more and more widespread in NGOs,
education, small business, social enterprise and start-ups.

What is Fusion for Creativity?
Fusion for Creativity is a 9-day training course for youth
workers and active young people who will explore
the opportunities to use contemporary dance as
an innovative learner-centred approach in activities
involving youth. It is a training course on beginner level
in contemporary dance and performance-creation,
combined with action-based coaching, video- and
team coaching to facilitate group work in performance
creation.

The purpose of the training is to explore contemporary
dance as a tool in youth work by personal experience,
practice and physical training. The training offers a
practical, easy to follow process promoting social
inclusion, healthy lifestyle and active European citizenship
on individual and community level. Main focus is the
development of creativity and entrepreneurial skills, in the
context of local community or small business initiatives,
involving a larger number of people.

Who is it for?
The training is for YOU, if you work with youth groups and use methods of non-formal education, or considering to do so as a career option as
professional or as volunteer – e.g. in community work, cultural work, sports, dance, theatre, circus, art, creative expression, youth work or any other form
of education, AND
• you want to dance
• you are a registered inhabitant of Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Greece, Latvia, Netherlands, Romania, Turkey, or Hungary
• you are physically and mentally ready to take 10-12 hours of physical movement/day
If you are not sure, please consult your doctor, and contact the trainers and/or the coordinator
• you are willing to live, learn, play, experiment and explore together in a multicultural and multigenerational group for 9 days

Dance, movement, and performance as tools of learning
In our lives and in our cultures we all have developed certain patterns of thinking and behaving – the same way, we have patterns of how we move.
Few of them we are aware of, and many more are running like an unconscious routine, like a hidden choreography, ruling our thoughts, feelings and
actions. In the variety of situations life brings along, these patterns can either serve us, or not. To become able to create the impact we want, it is
useful to explore these patterns, become aware of how they function, improve them and add new ones. Dance is a way to do so.

BODY AWARENESS

DANCE AND MOVEMENT IN A GROUP

Our patterns of thinking, feeling, reacting are reflected
in our posture and movement, in what we sense in our
bodies, how we relate to people, space, time, rhythm
and music. By working with the body we can discover
a lot of things that the mind is hiding. Have you ever
experienced how the way you think effects the way
you move? Have you ever thought of exploring and
re-programming your movement and see what insights,
thoughts and feelings it brings? Your body, the space
and time you use are pure facts – it can be very easy
and obvious, maybe also confronting, joyful, funny and
playful to rely on this fact. Realising that body and
mind are actually one is a crucial point in personal
development. Becoming friends with gravity, space and
time are also.

Working together on the dancefloor offers the opportunity
to discover our patterns related to people, culture,
society, target groups, communities. Doing physical
exercise or dance together – regardless whether it is
hobby, professional, one-time or regular – has a great
effect on groups. It can improve cooperation, create joy
and fun and may offer information on group dynamics
– the functioning, energy and atmosphere of a group,
the development of people’s roles and relationships.
Questions may arise and your own movements bring
the insights about your role, your impact, the way you
express yourselves, your working style, and how you
contribute to the flow of the work of the group.

PERFORMANCE
Going through the creation process of a performance as a group, practicing, rehearsals and shows is an intense and unique
process where you can experience the process a group can go through while production, reaching a common goal within
a certain timeframe. All this put into the context of local community offers you the chance to see how an important issue or a
message can be dealt with and transferred in a way that it is relevant and involving people.

Program elements
80-90% of the program is pure practicing and improvement, 8-10 hours of physical movement/day.
Professional instruction and coaching is provided by the trainers.
Find the course description HERE.

Gym
every morning
Physical training, practicing the basics, tricks that are never told in the “beginners
and hobby classes”, although owning them makes dance easy and improvement
fast. The techniques we work with come from the basics of contemporary dance
and sports, practicing them brings along the opportunity to create a connection
between your mind and your body, increase your awareness, and lets you explore,
discover, improvise and enjoy. You will also learn about basic anatomy, working
with your body in a safe way, warm-up, stretching, walking, standing, rolling, crawling,
sliding, rhythm, posture, entering, exiting, practicing and building phrasess.

Workshops for self-discovery
days 2-3
Playful activities through which you can explore how you interact with other people
and you can experiment with handling your interactions in new ways, to improve
the flow, comfort and efficiency of teamwork. You can discover new sources of
inspiration within and around you, and access your creativity. We do exercises
alone, in couples and in groups, using music, physical objects, free dance, contact
improvisation, art and the outdoors.

Rehearsals and performances
days 2-8
You will make a performance from zero, in small groups of mixed nationalities, and
one with the whole group. You will come up with its basic idea and message,
design, choreograph, practice and improve it in your rehearsals. Members of the
organising team, who did a similar workshop before, will support the preparation by
using videos, giving feedback and asking questions. Trainers will be available for
extra consultations and coaching. The performance will be shown on day 8 in the
nearby settlements.

Workshops by participants
days 3-5
Optional opportunities to share techniques, dance styles, best practices you
are good in. You can bring in any kind of dance and any theme connected to
performances, as long as someone comes to your workshop, the floor is yours to
share and learn from each other

Learning question and reflection
every morning
Every day you will have opportunities to reflect upon your progress, share your
insights, experiences and questions in small groups and in plenary. We mostly work
with questions - our favourite ones start with HOW CAN I… In the beginning you will
set a learning question for yourself, which keeps your process focused all through
the 9 days. It supports you to make the training practical and useful for you, identify
your learning points, find what you want to take home to integrate into your work
and personal life.

Principles of our learning environment
Choose to trust the training and try trusting it for a while.

Be self-disciplined. To be disciplined means finding someone wise or
smart and follow in a good way. To be self-disciplined means to follow in
a better way. Improvement means to do something in a way that every
time it changes. If you catch yourself repeating, it means you are not
improving.

Be curious. Pull everything out of your trainers, participants and fellow
group members.
Consider everything as an experiment. There are no mistakes, only results.
There is no win or fail, there is only make.
Work, practice, test. Only action brings you results. By working all the time
you may eventually catch upon things.

Do not create and analyse at the same time. They are different
processes.
Be happy, enjoy yourself, have fun. It is lighter than you think.
Allow yourself to be surprised and allow others to surprise you

What can you learn and practice here?
•

personal skills: creativity, self expression, connection, flexibility,
• dance:
observation, listening, creativity, practicing, stamina, discipline, focus,
• basic tricks & techniques of contemporary dance: e.g. rolling,
leadership, initiative, involving people, handling diversity, setting goals
sliding, turning, jumping, lifting, contact impovisation
and priorities, planning, organising, evaluating progress, memory
• building phrases and choreographies
• safe physical exercises to keep your body healthy: warm up,
• performance:
stretching, movement
• how to work with a topic relevant for a group or community
• posture, breathing, balance, walking
• basics of creating a dance performance with a team
• body awareness and coordination
• how to put a message into a performance
• orientation in space and time and in relation to people in
• stage logistics: handling sound, light and props
movement
• using photos and videos as a tool of feedback
• team coaching in practice:
• group dynamincs
• asking questions, choosing your words, giving coaching
assignments
• using videos and the camera for coaching

Trainers
Alex Tsiamoglou (Greece), Krisztina Győry (Hungary) and Marjory Helstone (the Netherlands)
Alex is a choreographer/dancer/filmmaker. He has worked with choreographers and dance companies as Sinequanon, Default, 50 Collective,
David Zambrano and Lia Tsolaki. He has given workshops on contemporary dance and improvisation classes in Italy, Turkey, Hungary, Spain,
Netherlands and Greece. He founded his own company Rough|Cut under which he produces choreographic work and short dance films.
Krisztina is a competence development trainer, youth worker and coach, founder of the highly successful international youth NGO, Egyesek
Youth Association and a local business, Creative Space. Her expertise is small business and civic initiative, cultural adaptation, and training
personal creativity.
Alex and Krisztina are both trainers of a European network called the International Synergy Group for 11 years. They have been developing
the program and the methods of the so called „synergy dance training” together with the participants of the program since 2007, having
guided the core program 9 times so far. They both have many years of experience in working with multicultural groups, community work, using a
variety of non-formal educational methods.
Marjory is a dance teacher at The Fontys Dance Academy in the Netherlands. She has worked with the first jazz dance companies in the
Netherlands, Djazzex and Vibration Black Dance Theatre. She studied at Codarts University Rotterdam and has been a teacher for many
years. She has been involved in many dance projects in Europe, Africa and South America. Marjory Helstone has had a major impact on the
development of the Afro Jazz dance and gives international dance workshops.
A team of volunteers will assist the trainers, they are people who did one of the previous dance trainings and want to improve their skills further
by supporting the participants.

Organizer
Egyesek Youth Association is one of the leading independent youth NGOs in Hungary, member of the informal network called International Synergy
Group and several other worldwide networks. Egyesek has 17 years of experience in local-level, grassroot youth and community work, and in
designing, guiding and organising non-formal learning projects, such as community service, exchanges, volunteering, internship programs, training
courses and workshops.
For more info on Egyesek, check our website and follow us on social media!

Venue
The TC will be in Hollókő the countryside of Hungary, 100km from Budapest. The village is situated in the north of Hungary and it is part of the
UNESCO World Heritage. During the program you will see the surroundings: the Cserhát Hills and the villages of Palóc culture.
The accomodation and the program will be in the youth training center Creative Space. There are bedrooms for 4-6 with separate shower and
toilette each. We have wireless internet, with limited access. There is NO washing machine.
The house and the garden is rented as a whole for the time of the TC, in order to have it as a home for you and to have the full privacy of the
group. Light housework will be done by the group as well – a daily cleaning, keeping the house tidy, and the cleaning of your own rooms.
Only bedsheets and pillows with cover are provied. Please bring your own towels and sleeping bags – you need sleeping bags in the outdoor
training anyway.
• 1 blanket with cover + 1 towel can be rented: 10€/person
• Sleeping bags can also be rented: 10€/sleeping bag
• Camping matress can also be rented : 10€/matress
Creative Space has a limited number of sleeping bags, not enough for a whole group. If you need one, let us know in advance in your application
form, we will inform you whether we can provide you one or not.

What to bring?
☐
☐
☐

Towels, also extra ones for use during the program
Water bottle			
Warm clothes for outdoor & indoor activities and for after-movement times,
in case you need to change
☐ Long sports trousers – for both men and women it is obligatory
that your trousers are at least knee length, covering your knee, min. 2 pairs
☐ T-shirts / tops for physical movement (girls: sports bra!),
advisable to be able to cover your shoulders as we work quite a lot on the floor
☐ We suggest dancing barefoot. However, you might want to use:
		☐ Socks made of a material that is healthy, breathable and non-slippery
		☐ Indoor shoes for dance and physical activities: holds your feet, and allows maximum flexibility.
		
We ask you to wear these shoes ONLY inside, and use different ones for outside
☐ Backpack or smaller bag for your daily equipment		
☐ Rainjacket
☐ Outdoor sports shoes
☐ Music of different styles, atmospheres and rhythms, without and with lyrics
☐ MP3 players and photo cameras
☐ Any accessories that you use for sports, dance, or theatre
☐ Your own medicines
☐ Documents
☐ ID or passport
☐ insurance and/or your EHIC (E111) card
☐ invoices, tickets, boarding passes for travel reimbursement

Application - Selection - Confirmation
Please fill out our online application form.
Deadline: September 20, 2015
Egyesek does the selection in cooperation with the partner organisation from your country, however, order of the arrival of the applications matter.
The sooner you apply the more chance you have to get in.
Country

Organization

Contact person

E-mail

Bulgaria

Synergy Bulgaria

Tihomir Georgiev

tihomir.georg@gmail.com

Czech Republic

Brno Connected

Marija Nobilisova

nobiliska@gmail.com

Greece

YMCA Thessaloniki

Sofía Madentzóglu

madentzoglou@gmail.com

Latvia

RED-Radosu Efektu Darbnica

Sanita Lace

lace.sanita@gmail.com

Lithuania

Synergy LT

Aringa Balkaite

aringa.balkaite@gmail.com

Netherlands

daCi-Sr

Marjory Helstone

marjory.helstone@gmail.com

Romania

Synergy Romania

Anca Clipa

anca_clipa@yahoo.com

Turkey

ASSITEJ Turkey

Bilge Serdar

bilge.serdar@gmail.com

Hungary

Egyesek

Tamás Mahner

fusionforcreativity@gmail.com

Special needs:
If you have any physical limitations, allergy, disease and/or use medicine we need to know about, indicate it on the registration form. If you are
a vegetarian, or have a special diet, let us know, indicating what you cannot or don’t want to eat, and also what you CAN eat, so that we can
arrange suitable food. Please, tell us beforehand if you need any assistance from us in this matter.
Selection criteria:
• balance of the group concerning age, gender, social background and experience
• contents of the application must show clearly, with specific examples, how your personal learning objectives fit into the objectives of the project
The ones not selected in the first round will be on the waiting list and as soon as there is an empty place, we will contact them.
Confirmation:
When you are selected you will get the confirmation letter from Egyesek, containing your contract.
Egyesek informs you about how to get to the venue and the accommodation, what to take into consideration for planning your journey and you
communicate with them your special needs, e.g. diet. Do NOT buy tickets before you get BOTH confirmation letters. Consider that you need to arrive
in time, not only to Hungary, but also to the accommodation!

Dates
Arrival to the accommodation latest

‘‘
End of the program (in Holloko)
‘‘

Start of the program (in Holloko)

18.00

October 15, 2015

19.30

October 15, 2015

22.00

October 23, 2015

7.00

October 24, 2015

Departure day

If you arrive 1-2 days earlier or leave later, please arrange your own
accommodation for the extra time. If you need support in connection with this, let
us know. A visit to touristic sites is NOT part of the program, if you want to use this
opportunity for such visits too, please arrange your travel in a way that you have
some days before or after the workshop to do so and be aware that the Erasmus+
Programme does not support it.
You commit yourself to participate in the whole training. Coming later or leaving earlier is not allowed.

Arrivals and departures:
We ask you to arrive on the date given above, to BUDAPEST!
We organize a common bus for to you from Budapest to Hollókő, and the way back, from Hollókő to Budapest. Meeting point: Budapest, Nyugati
train station, parking lot.
On October 24th the common bus will arrive to Budapest earliest 9 o’clock!
In Budapest, from Nyugati train station you need at least one hour to get to the airport. Do NOT book your ticket for an earlier time (if you are
confirmed).

Costs
Egyesek covers the following costs:
•
•
•
•
•

Participants cover the following costs:
•

accommodation
food
the costs of the program
100% of the travel costs of foreign participants
visa costs (if you have an invoice from it!)

the rest of your travel costs from your living place to the
programvenue.
• your own insurance
• participants’ contribution: 80€ /participant. To be paid in cash in €
on arrival.
• we organised a common bus to you from Budapest to Hollókő (on
15th October) and after the end of the training from Holókő to
Budapest (on 24th October) it has a cost. It is 2000 HUF and it
is has to paid on arrival in HUF. It is slithly cheaper and much more
comfortable than public transportation.

The procedure and the conditions of the reimbursement are
described here.
Please read it carefully and if you have questions, contact us in
advance.

Country

Max. no. of pax./country

Limit of travel cost (€)/person

Bulgaria

4

275

Czech Republic

4

180

Greece

4

275

Latvia

4

275

Lithuania

4

275

Netherlands

4

275

Romania

4

275

Turkey

4

180

Hungary

4

0

Reimbursement:
In the grant we will receive a certain amount of money for this purpose, which we are not allowed to exceed. These amounts are based on the costs
our partner organizations told us when we wrote the application. Amounts given are for return tickets between your place of living and Hollókő.
We reimburse public transport tickets and taxi costs from Budapest or from cities where you change transportation only if they fit into your limit and
you bring the invoices of them.

If you have any further question
you can contact
Tamás Mahner
on fusionforcreativity@gmail.com.
We are looking forward
to see you in Hungary!
Egyesek Youth Association

